
Start writing online in 30 days
Ship 30 for 30 is a cohort-based course teaching you the

fundamentals of writing on the internet.

But unlike other writing courses, you will put your learnings into

practice by writing and publishing online every day for 30 days.

Stop overthinking. 

Finally start writing in 2022.

Enroll today for a FREE BONUS copy of The 22 Laws of Digital

Writing.

Quiz: Is Ship 30 for 30 right for you?

Have you wanted to start

writing online, but aren't

sure the first step to

take?

Are you overwhelmed with the

number of different platforms,

topics, and strategies out there

for writing online?

Have you started writing

online, but now feel

stuck?

Are you hacking away at blog

posts, publishing into the void,

never gaining any traction?

Do you have plenty of

ideas, but struggle to put

yourself out there?

Do you find yourself creating

draft after draft, never hitting

publish?

If any of these sound familiar...

Then Ship 30 for 30 was built for you.

What our 2,719 Alumni Shippers are

saying...

Alice Lemee

If you've always wanted to start writing for yourself

but came up with every excuse under the sun, Ship

30 for 30 is for you.

I went from thinking I never had the "time" to write

to publishing every day. It was a transformational

experience and it teaches you more about yourself

than you could possibly imagine. 

At the end of the challenge, I'd gained 3,000E

Twitter followers. More importantly, I left with a

newfound sense of confidence, stronger writing

capabilities, and lifelong connections.

Alex Lieberman

I have found Ship 30 for 30 to be a transformative

experience. I truly mean that. And it’s such a wild

thing. How simple yet how profound this simple act

can be.

But I’m left more energized than ever before, more

creative, and more clear in thought than ever

before.

For the first time ever, I feel excited to sit down for

45 minutes, completely uninterrupted, and doing

nothing except for think and write.
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An immersive course teaching you the

fundamentals of writing online.

A community of like-minded thinkers. 

The constraints you need to finally start

writing consistently.

All beginner writers face

the same 10 problems:

If you're reading this, chances are one

(or more) of these problems are keeping

you up at night (and keeping you from

writing online).

And chances are, you know you should

be writing - which is why you're one this

page in the first place. 

Whether it's to improve your thinking,

accelerate your career trajectory, or

help you quit that job you hate, writing is

something that's been on your list for a

while. 

The accountability you've

been missing.

Maybe you've tried writing before. But,

time and time again, you fall off.

Something comes up. What starts off

exciting becomes too difficult. And before

you know it, you're back to square one.

But this is because there was no

accountability. 

You tried to start writing on your own,

almost doomed from the beginning.

But Ship 30 for 30 solves that problem.

You write alongside hundreds of other

writers all with the same goal as you: to

start writing and publishing consistently. 

This creates accountability unlike

anything you've ever experienced.

Demolish your bad writing habits.

There are 3 killers of great

writing.

Bad Habit #1U

Overthinking

So many talented writers think success is about having

the best ideas. It’s not. We have learned the best ideas

come as a RESULT of producing a TON of ideas. Which

means not overthinking the process.

Bad Habit #2U 

Over-editing

Have you ever re-written and edited a piece of work for

so long, you started to hate it? This is one of the most

common challenges among writers. They spend so long

on a piece of writing that by the time they “finish” it, they

hate it—and then never end up publishing it as a result.

Bad Habit #3U 

Falling out of practice

As soon as you skip a day of writing, it becomes easier

the next day to skip again. Skip enough days in a row,

and you’ll forget you ever had a daily writing habit in the

first place. Getting started (or started “again”) is the

HARDEST part for writers.

Stop publishing

into the void.  
The biggest mistake early writers make? Publishing

weekly blog posts into the void. In the beginning, you

think you know what you want to write about, and you

think you know what people want to read.

But newsflash: you don't.

With this assumption, early writers enter a sloth-like

feedback loop, which makes writing consistently

impossible.

Instead, you want to make noise and listen for signal.

By writing 30 essays in 30 days, you work through

months worth of ideas. And by leveraging platform

algorithms like Twitter, you get immediate feedback

on your writing.

Luis Torres 
@luishipero

Okay, so now I really can't deny that 
#ship30for30 isn't making a positive dent in my 
twitter growth. 

Numbers speak for themselves... 

Thank you @dickiebush, @Nicolascole77 and 
@dbustac for making this possible! 

PS: and this community is 

3:02 PM · Mar 9, 2021

Read the full conversation on Twitter

24 Reply Share

Read 8 replies

Dickie Bush 
@dickiebush

Today marks Day 1 of the October Ship 30 for 30 cohort!

Over the next 30 days, hundreds of writers will learn the 
fundamentals of digital writing by publishing a short, 250-
word Atomic Essay every single day.

October Shippers, reply with the link to your Day 1 essay 
below!

10:51 PM · Oct 9, 2021

127 Reply Share

Read 179 replies

Stop lurking.

Start creating.
Let's be honest.

If you're reading this, you know you should be

writing online. Since "start writing" found its

way onto your to-do list, you've seen dozens of

others do it successfully, building audiences,

launching businesses, and unlocking new

opportunities in the process.

But for some reason or another, you've been

putting it off. And it's probably some

combination of procrastination, perfectionism,

the fear of hitting publish, or thinking you have

nothing worth saying.

Luckily, Ship 30 will get you to the other side.

From lurker to contributor. From consumer to

creator. And once you make the leap, you'll

never look back.

No more blinking

cursor on a blank

page.

If this feeling sounds familiar, you're not alone. 

In fact, you're just like the 1,408 other writers

who joined Ship 30 for 30. 

Well, you're like they used to be.

Because within days of joining Ship 30, the

problem goes from having nothing to write

about to having too many ideas to write about

(which is a good problem to have).

How? Using our Endless Idea Generator.

Publish 30

Olivier Bi Kouadio

Alicia A Berberich

Meryl Johnston

Peter Dry

Dylan

Emmy Sobieski

Jeff Fischer

David Kimbell

Click here to secure your spot on-

board the March cohort!

I Distractions
I Over-editing
I Perfectionism
I Procrastination
I Self-confidence
I Generating ideas
I Impostor syndrome
I Writing consistently
I Choosing a platform
I Finding time to write

Writing alone is hard

Writing with a community

is easy

Ship 30 for 30 Digital Writing Blog 22 Laws Book Ship 30 Success Stories Free Digital Writing Course

https://www.ship30for30.com/post/how-ship-30-for-30-solved-my-writing-problem-and-helped-me-become-a-successful-online-writer
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https://www.ship30for30.com/post/writing-is-my-superpower-how-building-a-daily-writing-habit-led-to-finding-my-purpose-and-a-6-figure-raise
https://www.ship30for30.com/post/how-ship-30-helped-me-find-a-community-stop-lurking-and-share-my-unique-message-with-the-world
https://www.ship30for30.com/post/ship-30-for-30-changed-my-life-heres-how-it-could-change-yours-too
https://www.ship30for30.com/


Dickie Bush 
@dickiebush

Few things flood my brain with dopamine more than 
planning.

Planning feels so productive, but it's the cheapest 
dopamine there is.

And if you too suffer from a planning addiction, this 
story of two men learning to fish is for you:

11:14 PM · Jul 12, 2021

Read the full conversation on Twitter

308 Reply Share

Read 18 replies

Publish 30

pieces of written

content in 30

days.
Writing weekly blog posts is the worst thing you

can do in your first year of writing.

Slaving over a hot keyboard just to publish

something that six people (three of which are

your family members) will read?

No thanks.

Instead, you should start smaller with Atomic

Essays. Short, single ideas expressed in under

250 words. And instead of writing weekly, you

should write them daily - every day for 30 days.

During Ship 30 for 30, you'll write 30 Atomic

Essays in 30 days, just like this one.

Build an audience. 

Build a business. 

Build authority.

Build a library of

content.
Writing online opens up limitless opportunities. 

We've had students go on to build audiences with

thousands of raving fans. Others went on to launch

courses, eBooks, newsletters, and their own

businesses. And some have gone on to become

published authors (from the content they created

during Ship 30 for 30!h

Whatever your goals are for writing online, Ship 30 will

get you there, faster.

 Ev Chapman | Part-Time Creator
@evielync

Alright! The C2C LAB  is officially open 

No more pre-sales, no more waiting & ahead of 
time. 

Learn how to become an intentional consumer 
and a prolific creator.

Download and access the template & workshop 
INSTANTLY.

evchapman.com/templates/cons…
9:59 AM · May 31, 2021

Read the full conversation on Twitter

32 Reply Share

Read 6 replies

Form lifelong friendships with like-

minded thinkers.

"I came for the writing, but I

stayed for the community."

Writing on the internet can feel lonely. But, it doesn't have to be. 

The internet has made it easy to find others just like you. And inside Ship 30

for 30, you'll learn alongside a group of others from every time zone,

continent, background, and profession. 

And the best part? Every single one of them has the same goals as you: 

To finally start writing online. 

Want to see this community in action? Check out the replies of this tweet!

Dickie Bush 
@dickiebush

12 hours left to hop aboard the next Ship 30 for 30 
wave!

• Build lifelong friendships
• Publish 30 pieces of written content
• Learn the fundamentals of writing online

If you're one of the 429 August Shippers,  introduce 
yourself and meet your shipmates in the replies!

4:11 PM · Aug 6, 2021

Read the full conversation on Twitter

74 Reply Share

Read 118 replies

Welcome to Ship 30 for 30

Here's how it works

Learn the fundamentals of digital writing

On the surface, Ship 30 for 30 is a course teaching you how to write

effectively on the internet. 

Upon joining, you'll unlock a 4-week curriculum packed with frameworks that

guarantee you become a prolific digital writer.

 8 Live Sessions covering everything you need to know to write

effectively on the internet

 BONUS ACCESS to all prior Ship 30 for 30 live session recordings (over

100 hours of content)

 16 recorded modules digging deeper into the frameworks introduced in

the live sessions (over 20 hours of recording you have access to forever)

 Templates, examples, and swipe files for you to download and use (that

will save you hours of headache in the future)

 Weekly Q&A sessions to reinforce everything you've learned (and make

sure nobody gets left behind)

Put your learnings into practice by writing and

publishing every day for 30 days

Other writing courses charge you thousands of dollars, only to wave their

hands in the air with "theory."

And by the end, you leave with a bunch of notes that sit in a folder for

eternity. Meanwhile, you're still confused and unsure about the next step to

take.

But Ship 30 for 30 is about moving quickly, taking action, and keeping a tight

feedback loop. 

You will write and publish an Atomic Essay (a short, 250-word essay on a

single idea), every day for 30 days, all from your very own Social Blog (that

you create during your first week). 

In just 30 days, you'll build an entire library of content that serves as the

foundation for months, if not years of future content.

And by writing and publishing every day, you'll demolish your perfectionism,

impostor syndrome, and fear of hitting the publish button. 

Immerse yourself in a diverse community of other

writers, all on the same journey as you

Writing online doesn't have to be lonely. 

But for most beginner writers, it certainly feels that way. 

Which is why Ship 30 for 30 is the best onboarding program to writing

online.

Other writing courses encourage you to write weekly blog posts into the

void - and as a result you hear the sad crickets of indifference from the

internet. 

But in Ship 30, you'll surround yourself with like-minded people with the

same goal as you: to start writing more and publishing more consistently. 

 Every age, from college students to working professionals to retired

individuals and everything in between

  Every profession, every socioeconomic background, and every

possible life perspective

 67 different countries, every continent and every time zone

Build lifelong friendships while using the

community for accountability and feedback

The internet has democratized access to friendship.

No longer are your friends limited to the people on your street or at your

school. 

Now, you have access to millions of people with the same interest as you.

But, you need to know how to find them.

And Ship 30 for 30 is that place. 

We have writers interested in every single topic under the sun, and we

ensure you are meeting as many of them as possible. 

Upon joining, we pair you with groups of people with the same goals and

interests as you. 

These groups provide the accountability, feedback, and motivation you

need to finally start writing consistently.

And throughout the cohort, you have dozens of chances to collaborate, build

friendships, learn from one another, give and receive feedback, and

everything in between.

Want a sneak peek of some of the

frameworks we teach? 

Download our FREE 13,000-word

Ultimate Guide to Digital Writing

Ahoy From Your Ship 30 Captains!

Dickie Bush

Ahoy! I started writing online in January of 2020 n and doing so is by far the

best decision I've ever made.

But for the first 9 months, I was spinning my wheels. I followed all of the

conventional advice: "write a weekly blog post on your website so you can

own your platform, write about only things you want to write about" and all of

that other common advice.

The problem? There was no feedback loop. The weekly cadence was too slow

to work through all of the ideas in my head. And since barely anyone was

reading them, I had no clue what I could improve or what my readers were

looking for.

So I needed to try something radically different. If I was going to keep writing,

I needed to tighten my feedback loops. 

This meant going from publishing 1000-word weekly blog posts to posting

short, 250-word posts. 

And instead of publishing into the void of my own blog, I would post them on

Twitter, where I knew there was aggregated attention.

And so off I went. I challenged myself to write and publish something daily,

every day for 30 days. 28 days in, the results were pretty good. 

My perfectionism? Squashed. My writing speed? 10x faster. My feedback

loops? And damn it felt good to work through the backlog of ideas in my head.

And during my personal 30 day challenge, I grew my audience by over 500%. I

made my first dollar on the internet. And I woke up every morning excited to

write, publish, and improve. 

Turns out there was something to this writing and publishing every day idea. I

knew there had to be thousands of others out there who were facing the

same creative friction as me, and this idea could help them burst through it.

So I sent a tweet to my nascent following of 500 people.

Dickie Bush 
@dickiebush

Who would want to be a part of a group where every 
person writes 30 screenshot essays in 30 days?

• Eliminate the friction of shipping
• Every post under 200 words
• Pick a theme and create an asset around it
• Accountability from a group of people doing it with 
you
11:25 PM · Nov 3, 2020

Read the full conversation on Twitter

112 Reply Share

Read 34 replies

Six days after that tweet, we had 50 people in a Slack channel and we were

off and running. Every person committing to writing and publishing every day

for 30 days. Learning, iterating, building friendships, and having a damn good

time doing it.

Nine months and 1,800 students later, Ship 30 for 30 has evolved from a Slack

channel to an immersive, cohort-based writing course and community. 

Cole and I have packed everything we know about building habits and writing

online into over 20 hours of curriculum. 

We've built templates and guides to help anyone, no matter their level of

experience, start writing online. And we've built a rich, diverse community of

like-minded writers and thinkers.

I can attribute every good thing in the last 18 months of my life to writing

every day. I've gotten to meet and connect with people I used to idolize.  And

best of all, I've helped over 1,800 people experience the benefits that come

with writing online.

And the best part of this whole thing? Ship 30 for 30 is just getting started. 

And we'd love to have you on board.

Nicolas Cole

Ahoy! As a teenager, I had one of the first e-famous gaming blogs on the

Internet. 

I went on to study creative writing, fiction writing, and literature in college. But

when I graduated, I had no idea how I was going to turn this passion of mine

for writing into a career. 

I took a job as an entry-level copywriter at a local advertising agency in

downtown Chicago, but that's not what I really wanted to do. 

I wanted to write books. I wanted to share my own thoughts and ideas with

the world (not write social media copy for pizza chains and coconut water

brands).

So, in an attempt to build myself as a writer in the digital age, I gave myself a

goal.

I challenged myself to write every single day, on a website called Quora, for a

year straight.

Best-case scenario, I would experience some sort of life-changing result and

my writing would take off.

Worst-case scenario, I'd spend a year doing something I already loved and

enjoyed, which was writing.

Well, writing every single day on Quora changed the entire trajectory of my

life.

I ended up accumulating millions of views on my writing. In fact, one of my

Quora answers ended up on the front page of Reddit, accumulating over

1,000,000 views in 48 hours.

By 2015, I was the #1 most-read writer on all of Quora (out of 200 million

users).

And by 2016, I was invited to have my own column with Inc Magazine—where

I wrote 400E columns for the publication exclusively and became one of their

Top 10 most-read contributing writers.

By the end of 2016, 3 short years after writing every single day on Quora, I

successfully quit my job as a copywriter and began freelance writing for

founders, CEOs, and venture capitalists.

By 2017, I had built a multimillion-dollar ghostwriting agency employing a

dozen writers and editors, ghostwriting on behalf of hundreds of industry

leaders.

And by 2020, I had turned everything I'd learned about writing online into a

book, called The Art and Business of Online Writing.This brings us back to the

beginning of the story.

By the time Dickie and I met, and I gave Ship 30 for 30 a try, I knew the

importance of building a daily writing habit. 

Why? 

Because building daily writing habit was how I got my start as a writer.

Challenging myself to write and publish something, anything, on Quora, every

single day for a year, changed my life. 

And I knew what Dickie was building had the potential to change other

people's lives too.

And the rest is history.

Combined with Dickie's incredible idea for a cohort-based learning experience

for writers, I brought in 10E years of online writing insight to create a

curriculum for anyone looking to get STARTED. 

It had taken me years to learn many of these lessons on my own. But in Ship

30 for 30, we believed we will shorten your growth curve down to just 30

days.

March Ship 30 for 30 Course Overview, Curriculum,

and Schedule

Course dates: March 7th, 2022 n April 11th, 2022

Two live sessions per week on Tuesdays and Fridays. 

Times alternating to accommodate maximum time zones. 

All sessions are recorded and distributed with detailed notes in case you can't make it.

Week 0A How To Build A Writing Habit, Where You

Should Be Writing Online, And How To Generate

Ideas To Write About

You will leave onboarding week with the foundation, motivation, and

confidence to become a prolific digital writer.

  How to effortlessly build a lifelong, sustainable writing habit (no matter

how busy you are)

 How to find and create your "sacred hours" (whether you're a morning

person, night owl, or anything in between)

  Create and launch your very own Social Blog, your new online home

(and understand why it's better than a regular old blog)

 Demolish impostor syndrome, perfectionism, and over-editing once and

for all (even if you think you've tried everything)

 Join the community, interact with your small group of peers interested

in the same topics as you and with the same goals as you

 Go from "I have no clue what to write about" to "I have way too many

ideas to write about" using our Endless Idea Generator

Week 1A How The Game of Digital Writing Works

KAnd How To Play It Well)

On the Monday after onboarding week, you will write and publish your very

first Atomic Essay. And then, your ship is sailing and there's no turning back.

Week 1 is about learning how the game of digital writing works (and how it's

different than the legacy writing world).

  Publish your first week of essays, saying goodbye to sweaty palms and

racing heart that come with the fear of hitting publish

  Learn to take 1 idea and say it 100 different ways using the

4A Framework (so you never run out of things to say again)

 Overcome perfectionism by "giving yourself permission to create junk"

(and watch your confidence skyrocket as a result)

  Use "The Golden Intersection" to get comfortable writing about

yourself (without being arrogant)

 Create your 3 Content Buckets as you learn the difference between

General, Niche, and Industry audiences (so you can finally figure out who

you are writing for)

Week 2A How To Capture Attention, Keep Attention,

And Build Credibility

By the time Week 2 comes around, you will have published more in 7 days

than you have in the last 7 weeks, months, or even years. 

In Week 2, we cover everything you need to start to build an audience

(without all of the headache and sleepless nights).

 Learn why writing for everyone means writing for no one (and how to

use Pinpoint Writing to start finding your ideal reader)

 20 Frameworks for writing headlines readers can't help but click on (but

without using any clickbait)

 Why your attempts at being "clever" may be the biggest thing holding

you back (and what to do instead)

 Understand the 3 Types of Credibility to start writing about something

no matter your expertise

 How to use the Curiosity Gap (and the "OK?" test) to craft pieces that

go viral time and time again

Week 3A How To Make Your Writing Readable,

Rhythmic, And Rapidly Revealing.

During Week 3, you'll unlock some of the little-known secrets that will 10x

your writing ability overnight.

These frameworks lead to more     moments than any of our other

live sessions - because once you see them, you will never write the same

way again (and for good reason). 

 How to use the "1 Chip Rule" to hook your reader and keep them

reading (and why your biggest competition is TikTok and Netflix)

 5 Proven Ways To Write A Compelling First Sentence (and why this is so

important)

 Learn to write rhythmically with The 1n3n1 Writing Rhythm (and how you

can use this with emails, slack messages, and all types of written

communication)

 How to write enticing content using a speedy Rate of Revelation (so

your reader is never bored again)

 Why "visually dense" writing could be the reason for your slow growth

(and why "visually enticing" is your solution)

Week 4A Data-Driven Writing, Becoming Known For

A Niche You Own, And How To Position Yourself As

An Authority

By the time we get to Week 4, you will have a fundamentally new outlook for

what is possible by writing online. And now, it's time to accelerate your

trajectory. 

During Week 4, you will have published over 20 pieces of content. And now,

you're going to figure out what worked, what didn't, and where to go from

here. 

 Learn the 7 data points you should be testing and measuring (so you

can see the growth you deserve)

 Master the analytics on any platform (so you can stop guessing and

start doubling down on what's working)

 How to position your bio for authority and specificity (and why you're

doing this wrong)

 Become known for a niche you own (and why you must stop trying to

be "better" and learn to start being "different)

 How to get feedback from your audience (and let them inform you what

to write next)

Beyond Ship 30 for 30 W Your Digital Writing

Treasure Map KAnd How To Take The Next Best

Steps)

By the end of Ship 30 for 30, you may be overwhelmed with the number of

different paths you can take. 

So upon finishing your 30th essay, we present you with the Digital Writing

Treasure Map - an overview of all of the ways you can use writing to

accelerate yourself and your career.

 Should you turn your writing into a book?

 Should you start a newsletter? Or should you start writing on other

platforms?

 Should you create an online course? An e-book? A digital product?

 Should you become a freelance writer? A ghostwriter? A copywriter?

 Should you use your writing to drive traffic to your products and

services?

There are no right answers here! But we've had writers take every single one

of these paths (and we make sure you figure out which is right for you).

Stop overthinking. 

Finally start writing in 2022.

Question for you...

Do you struggle to write consistently, starting out with great

ambition but then falling off?

Or do you find yourself overthinking every piece, held back by a

frustrating perfectionism that keeps you from hitting publish?

Maybe you're familiar with the dread of the blank page and the

blinking cursor staring back at you?

Or perhaps you spend time "planning" to write by researching

the newest tools, note-taking systems, and platforms?

Looking to start writing online?

This FREE, 13,000-word Ultimate Guide has everything

you need to get there overnight.

No fluff. Just 7 actionable frameworks you can apply TODAY.

Your best email

Send me Lesson #1!

Powered by RightMessage



You're not alone. 

In fact, you're just like the 2,000E Ship 30 for 30 alumni used to

be - before they joined. 

And after going through Ship 30, these problems became a

thing of the past. 

And from there, some went on to launch products, build

businesses, and monetize their expertise.

Others have built audiences of raving fans, become leaders in

their industries, and accelerated their career trajectories.

And you're one click away from making the commitment to

yourself to finally start writing online. 

Join Ship 30 for 30

Ship 30 for 30 H Live March Cohort Enrollment

 8 live workshop sessions with examples, walkthroughs, and Q&A

sessions for students

 10-module curriculum at your own pace (with lifetime access to

these recordings)

 Templates and frameworks to help you generate ideas, write

clearly, and learn the rules of writing online

 LIFETIME ACCESS to session recordings with detailed show

notes, resources, and transcripts

  Private community of writers with channels for different topics,

platforms, niches, and geographies

 BONUS ACCESS to the recordings from all previous Ship 30 for

30 cohorts

 Leave with 30 pieces of written content and a strong

understanding of how to write online

Enroll today and receive a FREE BONUS copy of The 22 Laws of

Digital Writing!

What Alumni Shippers are saying...

I Felt Stuck as a Nurse. Here’s How Ship 30 for

30 Helped Me Carve a New Online Career Path

Read More →

How Ship 30 Helped Me Become a Better Free-

lance Writer

Read More →

The One Thing Ship 30 for 30 Did To Improve My

Digital Writing

Read More →

What Makes Ship 30 for 30 More Than Just a

Writing Class?

Read More →

Frequently Asked Questions

How much does this cost?

Other courses charge upwards of $7,000 to help you start writing online.

But our goal with Ship 30 is to keep it accessible while still charging enough to

keep you accountable.

The full price of the course is $499. 

Can I gift enrollment of Ship 30 for 30 to a friend?

Absolutely! And what a tremendous gift indeed.

To do so, simply enroll using your email address. 

Then, send an email to "hello@ship30for30.com" with the subject line

GIFT TRANSFER REQUEST and we will send you further instructions.

What's the time commitment?

Life is busy. We know you don't have time to write all day.

By writing short, Atomic Essays, you will spend no more than 60 minutes

writing every day.

But this 60 minute habit of writing and publishing daily is the highest leverage

habit in human history.

On top of the daily writing, there are two (optional) live sessions per week as

well as a weekly self-paced curriculum. 

Is this just a writing challenge?

On the surface, it might look like this is just a 30-day accountability group.

And if you've read through this entire landing page and still think that... I'm not

sure what to tell you. 

Because Ship 30 is an immersive, cohort-based course and community that

uses the 30-day challenge model to make sure you take action. 

Couldn't I just do this myself with all of the free content out there?

Well... you could. And I encourage you to try it! Because if it works for you,

great!

But chances are, you've tried writing on your own before. And between the

hours it would take you to aggregate all of the free stuff and the headaches

you would have trying to write every day on your own... 

We think the $499 is well worth it.

Can this really work for me?

You might be thinking... sure, this works for other people. But my situation is

unique.

But I can assure you, over the past year, 2000E writers have started writing

online via Ship 30 for 30.

No matter your background, experience, goals, competing commitments,

interests, or special circumstances, the Ship 30 model will help you finally start

writing online.

What if I've never written online before?

Then Ship 30 for 30 is the right place for you. 

Ship 30 for 30 is tailored for beginner digital writers. In fact, 85% of Ship 30 for

30 members have never published anything online. And by the end, they've

gone from never publishing to writing and publishing 30 pieces of content.

You will learn in 30 days what takes most writers months, if not years, to

learn. 

What if I'm not very tech savvy?

Don't worry, you're not alone. 

We have members of every age, background, and experience level - everyone

from tech wizzes to those who are just learning how to use computers.

During onboarding week, we make sure every member is comfortable with the

different technologies we will use.

What if I can't attend the live sessions?

We do our best to accommodate every time zone - but we can't promise

anything.

If you can't attend a live session, we record each of them and distribute them

with detailed show notes, session transcripts, chat transcripts, and everything

you could possibly need to soak the learnings out of them.

I don't trust myself to complete the course. How will you hold me

accountable?

It's our goal for every member to successfully complete Ship 30 for 30 n which

means writing and publishing every day for 30 days.

Throughout the course, we provide you with several different accountability

mechanisms. 

We'll check in consistently to hear how things are going and make sure you're

getting everything you need to get the most out of the course.

Will this help if I've already started writing online?

Yes - in fact, you might be at an advantage.

Ship 30 presents a new way of thinking about writing online - a way of thinking

you're not familiar with.

And once you see these frameworks, you can apply them to the writing you're

already doing.

And as a result, you'll 10x your audience, content views, and credibility, all

within 30 days.

How long do I have access to the course materials?

You will have access to the course materials FOREVER

This includes all live sessions, prior Ship 30 live sessions, and the

asynchronous video materials.

What if I can't afford the course?

We do our best to make the course affordable for as many people as possible.

But we know not everyone is fortunate enough to join.

We have scholarships available - and you can fill out this form to apply.

What if I have more questions?

Still have questions? 

You can fill out this survey to send them directly to our team Slack channel

and we'll get right back to you.

100% Refund and Rollover Policy

We want your Ship 30 for 30 investment to be 100% risk free.

If you engage with the course materials, attend the live sessions, yet are unsatisfied in any way, we will refund

your purchase. 

And if you find after enrolling that your schedule is busier than you thought, we will roll you forward into a future

cohort and zero additional cost. 

However, part of what makes Ship 30 for 30 work is the financial accountability. If you do not engage with the

course materials or fail to take action during the course, this does not qualify for a refund.

Want to see some of our frameworks in

action?

Check out our recent webinars!

Want a sneak peek of some of the

frameworks we teach? 

Download our FREE 13,000-word

Ultimate Guide 

Over 2,180 writers have built a daily writing habit

through Ship 30 for 30. 

Get to know a few of them here!

Ramses R Girgis

Robbie Laney

I read A LOT (averaging around 50 books

a year). I know a good author from a bad

one. It’s been honed through years of

experience. Naturally, I felt that it qualified

me as a good writer as well. Boy was I

wrong. It takes practice. It takes a script

for “dummies” like me. It takes the careful

explanation of how the world of publishing

has changed in the last 30 years. It takes

adaptation based on analytics. Dickie and

Cole did an excellent job with this. I would

highly recommend the course to anyone.

RL

Marek

Charlotte S Hicks

Dozie Anyaegbunam

I believe the best part of Ship 30 for 30 is

the community. The energy and passion

are unrivaled. If you’re not sure if this is

the right path for you, spend an hour

scrolling through the #ship30for30

hashtag on Twitter. The most surprising

thing for me was the frameworks. Dickie

Bush and Nicolas Cole share tons of

practical frameworks that upskill you as a

writer. My biggest lesson? Ideation is easy

if you have a proven idea generation

framework.

Adi Verma

I joined Ship30 to explore the act of

writing online. I’d written a fair bit in my

job, but never "personally". Never online.

30 days doesn’t seem like a long enough

period. Until you’re required to write and

publish everyday! The journey has been

incredible - way beyond my expectations.

I had so many doubts starting out - what

will I write about? where will I find so many

ideas? The course material and the live

sessions helped immensely. They made it

so that the only thing I had to focus on

was writing and publishing. The

community aspect of Ship30 was also

fantastic. I made many new friends over

this month, ones I will maintain post the

cohort. Everyone was super helpful and

kept building each other up! It’s a great,

positive-sum community and I love that. I

now look forward to writing everyday. And

will continue to practice this for the

foreseeable future. On the side, my

Twitter account exploded by ~6x!! From

80→500+ in under a month, wow. All I did

was write, publish and engage daily.

Nabil Murad

Ship30for30 watsed no time providing

actionable frameworks from day one

There's no fence here - if you're serious

about writing or improving your network

or growing as a person, jump in with both

feet. The most surprising part was the

networks and friendships that I've gained.

The community is great. My biggest

lessons are Idea Generation, Headline

Formation and Sacred Hours. Trust me,

these are great. Writing felt like a task

before this cohort, and now I can't wait to

sit down and write. It's enjoyable and

peaceful and a part of my daily routine

Olivier Bi Kouadio

Lamar Stagg

I'm good at writing for other people. But...

When it came to my own content, I

overthought it. Figured I'd need to: -find

the perfect audience -write books and

start blogging -pay for ads. It would take

years of time, $, and effort to establish my

own content. Ship 30 taught me a better

way to think about it; write bite-sized,

data-driven pieces and grow from there.

So every step of the way there's feedback

to learn from. 

🤯 🤯 🤯

 Now, my big

vision is: -much clearer -less daunting to

think about -and more exciting to work

towards.

Omer Khan

Before Ship 30 for 30, I had never written

and published anything for more than a

couple of days in a row. I wondered if I

was in love with the idea of being a writer

than actually writing. After Ship 30 for 30,

not only did I write and publish 30 days in

a row, but I overcame my fear of

perfection. I gave myself permission to

write badly which helped me focus on the

process instead of the outcome. Writing

has now become a joy, not a chore.

Samantha Scott

Ship 30 for 30 has truly been a revelatory

experience for me. Dickie & Cole taught

me the simple act of creating a writing

habit that will stick with me forever. I’m full

of motivation, creativity and excitement

each time I sit down to write. Thanks to

the cohort, I've gained the confidence to

write and publish every day - it's my non-

negotiable.

Alicia A Berberich

Kush Shah

My name is Kush, and I've recently joined

the ship30for30 community. It's been just

a few days, but so far, I think the

community is the biggest part. Everybody

is extremely supportive and helpful when

it comes to solving any concerns. I intend

to develop a writing habit, get good at

writing and start freelancing with the skills

that I learn during this one year period.

Thank you Nicolas and Dickie for creating

this and connecting so many like minded

people together.

Kevin Alexander

Atomic Essays don’t waste time getting to

the point, and neither does Ship30for30.

From Day 1, it’s full of actionable

takeaways you can immediately use to

improve your writing. Having a lovely and

engaged community is the icing on the

cake. I have been in a couple of other

cohort-based courses. I got the most

value from this one. If you’re looking to

write both consistently and better,

Ship30for30 will check a lot of boxes for

you.

Meryl Johnston

Tom Killen

My first Ship 30 for 30 cohort has been a

great experience! I recommend it for any

professional who wants to improve their

writing. You will benefit if you just want to

write better emails. But if you

communicate to an audience, the benefits

are huge. Here are some of the things I

loved the most about this experience: It's

a well-designed learning experience. My

digital writing improved throughout the

experience. I got to write about something

I'm passionate about every day. My idea-

flow increased. I interacted with some

very interesting and creative people. I

learned more about Twitter. I had a lot of

fun!

Peter Dry

Sam Williams

I was originally on the fence about

Ship30for30 as I had completed many

other courses that didn't really live up to

their promise. I can't even tell you how

happy I am I decided to join Ship30for30. I

cant begin to say the amount of value I

have taken from it. I know full well this

course is going to pay dividends for the

rest of my life... and that's not even an

exaggeration! Incredible content,

incredible community, incredible course

leaders.

Hassan Osman

If you're on the fence about joining Ship

30 for 30, just go for it. You won't regret it.

As an author of 14 books on the side, I

thought I would learn only a few tips about

writing better online. I was wrong. This

course completely changed my mindset

about writing and how to develop a writing

habit. The tactics and tools I learned also

helped me 10x the reach with my

audience. Highly recommended!

Lyndonna Marrast

In 2021 I declared myself a writer but

realized I spent little time writing. I wanted

an accountability system and came across

Ship30. For someone who was self-

conscious about posting online, I felt

liberated after posting my first few essays.

After the course is done, I hit send out

emails twitter posts without overthinking.

From the course, I picked up new ways of

generating content, I started listening to

audiobooks (so many books are

recommended in other people’s essays…)

and I learned a ton about topics outside

my field. I’m still processing all the

information from the 30d course but

realizing that accountability is key, I

stayed onboard the ship for more.

LM

Carl Cervone

Ship 30 for 30 was an engaging,

transformative, and overwhelmingly

positive experience. I got over my fear of

sharing pieces online -- and was

rewarded with numerous new

connections, both professional and social.

It's the type of thing I expect to look back

on several years from now and say, "that

was an inflection point".

Dylan

Sean S.

Hands down the best course you can take

if you are thinking of writing or building an

audience online. Dickie and Cole have

crafted a a pre-made writing flywheel.

Then, they walk you step by step through

the first push (which is the hardest.) You'll

build confidence faster than you thought

possible, meet cool people, and discover

that "shipping" is just helping in disguise.

My creative journey will forever be defined

as pre-ship30 and post ship30.

Emmy Sobieski

Ari Lerner

As an author of 9 books, I thought I was

just signing up for a writing accountability

group… I was wrong. Ship 30 for 30

changed my outlook on writing for the

internet and supplied me with tools for my

toolbelt for writing for the internet. On top

of that, the community that I now belong

to is just incredible. I can say this was one

of my best purchases in the last 10 years.

Devin LaSarre

I wasn't sure if Ship 30 for 30 was right for

me. I am beyond thrilled I decided to pull

the trigger. The value I've received is off

the charts, and the people I've met within

the community are incredible. One of the

best decisions I've made.

Barb Shimasaki

How it started: Goal: ??? Attitude: Cocky

How it’s going: . . . Well, since you asked:

👍

 • I can say I’m a writer since I write

regularly • This practice has helped me

express my point of view more clearly •

There's so much cross-pollination in this

network full of interesting conversations •

SERENDIPITY!!!

Barb Shimasaki

Ship 30 for 30 is like Crossfit. It's all on

you. How much can you lift? That 24

hours between essays? Might as well be a

1-minute rest between rounds -- barely

enough time to get your heart rate down.

You barely catch your breath. But you get

stronger. Your mind gets sharper. And you

surprise yourself and amaze your friends.

Getting in the reps works.

Linda Swick

I started from scratch with writing and

social media! Ship 30 has taught me SO

MUCH about both. I've narrowed my

niche, learned to use Twitter, and am

working on my first digital product. Dickie,

Cole, and the COMMUNITY are giving me

all the tools I need to reach my online

goals.

Aditya Narvekar

Ship 30 for 30 offers insane value! It cuts

out all the noise related to online writing

and offers actionable advice. Insights

from Course captains Dickie and Cole are

literal gold for anyone serious about

starting their online writing Journey.

Vanitha Shankar

I joined Ship30 for 30 at a time when I was

deciding my next move in life. Looking

back, it was one of the best decisions.

Given my diverse interests, my greatest

struggle was to write about a single topic.

Ship 30 for 30 not only gave me a

platform, but it also helped with a

supportive and like-minded community

that made the ride engaging and fun.

Through the 30 for 30 essays, I expressed

and connected my diverse passions

through a common thread. As I’m heading

to creating my category as the next level

challenge, I would encourage you to

define your motivation to join and jump

into the ship. As a passenger with a

diverse tool kit, I entered the ship and

came out as a multi-disciplinarian

designer writing my category on the ship!

Sachin Ramje

Amazing journey!! What has made this

Ship30for30 journey excited is the

founders Dickie, Cole and whole team

who executed it to perfection. If you are

trying to up your writing game, look

nowhere else, Join Ship30for30. The

hidden gem available on this Ship is the

COMMUNITY. I won't put any value on the

relationships we have built in this cohort.

The biggest surprise was regular time

with the brains behind this unique cohort.

They are just a DM away!! My biggest

learning from this cohort is Hit Publish

without thinking much. Collect more

datapoints. If you want to move from 0 to

1 in your writing game, Go for it. I am

associated with Ship30for30 for life! What

about you?

😄

Elymar Apao

Jeff Fischer

Jenn Reid

Kimmiko James

Before Ship30 I absolutely felt no

motivation to write anything so much to

the point where I was beginning to hate it.

After Ship30? I feel motivated to writeTina Amper

←

Lamar Stagg

I'm good at writing for other people. But...

When it came to my own content, I

overthought it. Figured I'd need to: 

-find the perfect audience 

-write books and start blogging 

... Show more

Omer Khan

Before Ship 30 for 30, I had never written

and published anything for more than a

couple of days in a row. I wondered if I was

in love with the idea of being a writer than

actually writing.

After Ship 30 for 30, not only did I write

... Show more

Kush Shah

My name is Kush, and I've recently joined

the ship30for30 community. It's been just a

few days, but so far, I think the community

is the biggest part. Everybody is extremely

supportive and helpful when it comes to

solving any concerns.

... Show more

Kevin Alexander

Atomic Essays don’t waste time getting to

the point, and neither does Ship30for30.

From Day 1, it’s full of actionable takeaways

you can immediately use to improve your

writing. Having a lovely and engaged

community is the icing on the cake.

I have been in a couple of other

... Show more

Tom Killen

My first Ship 30 for 30 cohort has been a

great experience! I recommend it for any

professional who wants to improve their

writing. You will benefit if you just want to

write better emails. But if you communicate

to an audience, the benefits are huge. Here

are some of the things I loved the most

... Show more

Sam Williams

I was originally on the fence about

Ship30for30 as I had completed many

other courses that didn't really live up to

their promise. 

I can't even tell you how happy I am I

decided to join Ship30for30. I cant begin to

... Show more

Hassan Osman

If you're on the fence about joining Ship 30

for 30, just go for it. You won't regret it. As

an author of 14 books on the side, I thought

I would learn only a few tips about writing

better online. I was wrong. This course

completely changed my mindset about

writing and how to develop a writing habit.

... Show more

Carl Cervone

Ship 30 for 30 was an engaging,

transformative, and overwhelmingly

positive experience. I got over my fear of

sharing pieces online -- and was rewarded

with numerous new connections, both

professional and social. It's the type of

thing I expect to look back on several years

... Show more

Sean S.

Hands down the best course you can take

if you are thinking of writing or building an

audience online.

Dickie and Cole have crafted a a pre-made

writing flywheel. Then, they walk you step

by step through the first push (which is the

... Show more

Devin LaSarre

I wasn't sure if Ship 30 for 30 was right for

me. I am beyond thrilled I decided to pull

the trigger. The value I've received is off

the charts, and the people I've met within

the community are incredible. One of the

best decisions I've made.

Linda Swick

I started from scratch with writing and

social media! Ship 30 has taught me SO

MUCH about both. I've narrowed my niche,

learned to use Twitter, and am working on

my first digital product. Dickie, Cole, and

the COMMUNITY are giving me all the tools

I need to reach my online goals.

Aditya Narvekar

Ship 30 for 30 offers insane value! It cuts

out all the noise related to online writing

and offers actionable advice. Insights from

Course captains Dickie and Cole are literal

gold for anyone serious about starting their

online writing Journey.

→

• •

Secure your spot onboard the next co-

hort! 9$799= 9$499=

Vysílá:

Viral Writing 101 with Shaan Puri, Dickie B…
Přehrát po… Sdílet

Vysílá:

Doing Content Right with Steph Smith | Shi…
Přehrát po… Sdílet

Looking to start writing online?

This FREE, 13,000-word Ultimate Guide has everything

you need to get there overnight.

No fluff. Just 7 actionable frameworks you can apply TODAY.

Your best email

Send me Lesson #1!

Powered by RightMessage

https://www.ship30for30.com/post/i-felt-stuck-as-a-nurse-heres-how-ship-30-for-30-helped-me-carve-a-new-online-career-path
https://www.ship30for30.com/post/how-ship-30-helped-me-become-a-better-freelance-writer
https://www.ship30for30.com/post/the-one-thing-ship-30-for-30-did-to-improve-my-digital-writing
https://www.ship30for30.com/post/what-makes-ship-30-for-30-more-than-just-a-writing-class


After Ship30? I feel motivated to write

every single week and share my content

with the world. My writing has improved

so much that I'm able to apply my new

skills beyond writing on Twitter.

Tina Amper

The Ship30for30 program worked for me.

Lots of practical tips and resources. The

supportive global community helps you

when you publish "trash". I am a

Community Builder and was impressed

with the way Ship30 engaged the cohort.

Join to level up your online writing, and

learn practical community building skills!

Martine Ellis

The Ship 30 experience is

transformational. I joined the crew to work

out what to do next; I was already creating

content, but I was not reaching as many

people as I wanted to. I now know what to

do to get the impact I want, and it is

working. Dickie and Cole are

knowledgeable and generous. The

community is fantastic. If you are even

just a little bit tempted to board the ship,

DO IT.

Danny Reeves

It sounds like ridiculous hyperbole but

joining Ship30for30 changed my life. I’ve

met amazing people from all over the

world. People I now count as actual

friends. The community is a massive force

multiplier and has given me the

confidence to go place I never thought I’d

be comfortable with. The daily habit of

thinking, writing and communicating with

like-minded people has catalyzed me

towards action in many aspects of my life.

It’s been an inspiring and motivating

journey thus far and I cannot wait to see

where this ship leads. Thank you.

Julian Haber

Ship30for30 upended all my

expectations, re-energized my thinking

and writing and connected me to a

community of incredibly thoughtful,

intelligent, interesting and generous

people. The content in the course is well

worth the investment, but the community

you gain access to is even more valuable.

Don’t hesitate. Set sail today!

David Kimbell

Michael McGill
@mcgillmd921

The power of #ship30for30 in numbers.

First-quarter of 2021:

-2 E-Books started
-600+ New followers
-Newsletter launched
-8 blog posts published
-60 Atomic Essays shipped

This blows away any of my previous creative output.

All due to @dickiebush and Ship 30 for 30 

63 1:44 · 29. 3. 2021

Luis Torres ⚡

@luishipero

Okay, so now I really can't deny that #ship30for30 isn't making a positive
dent in my twitter growth. 

Numbers speak for themselves... 

Thank you @dickiebush, @Nicolascole77 and @dbustac for making this
possible! 

PS: and this community is 

22 15:02 · 9. 3. 2021

Pauline 
@PaulineRiviere

Special thanks to @dickiebush, aka the one who made me:

 sit in front of my keyboard every day for 29 days straight (& counting!)

 drop the 'aspiring' word in front of 'writer' for good 

So grateful to be a part of this 

14 21:37 · 15. 3. 2021

Jeremy Ginn . /
@jwginn

So I have to say ... 2 or three months ago my followers decreased by 5. I
had no direction with my tweets. I’m not at 100k yet but I’m going to get
there! Thanks @dickiebush

3 12:29 · 26. 2. 2021

Sophia Felson
@sophiafelson

It’s day 1 of onboarding week for #ship30for30 and I can’t tell you how
much value I’ve gotten already. 

@dickiebush and @Nicolascole77 hold your hand and do everything
possible to set you up for success. 

I can’t wait to start writing!

20 18:08 · 21. 6. 2021

Julia Saxena 
@julia_saxena

Ship30for30 is a rocket ship! 

Thanks, @dickiebush for making this happen.

16 23:17 · 25. 2. 2021

Emmy   is Building
@EmmySobieski

Haven't even posted my first Atomic Essay for #Ship30for30 with
@dickiebush 

And already seeing so many benefits of joining:
(1) Learning content system
(2) Building pipeline for consistency
(3) Meeting other great shippers
(4) Amplifying each other on Twitter

Positive vibe!

29 0:08 · 15. 5. 2021

Tascha
@RealNatashaChe

Wow, you're not going to believe this.

Checked twitter stats this morning and realized my account blew up the
past few days.

800% engagement growth compared to last month. All in 3 days.

What happened?

I joined the #ship30for30 writing challenge.

And it's only Day 5 

8 19:26 · 28. 6. 2021

Samantha Scott 
@sammajade

I really can't deny that #ship30for30 isn't making a positive dent in my
Twitter growth. Numbers speak for themselves...

If you want to build your writing habit and meet like-minded people, enrol
on to the next cohort!

enroll.ship30for30.com/october-enroll…

12 22:15 · 31. 8. 2021

Jon Stewart | Simplicity Specialist
@BizSimplicity

The experience that @dickiebush and @Nicolascole77 created is amazing.
The results are outstanding. The stats are cool too.

But… the real strength is they gave me was the confidence to say what I
thought and even when you don’t post daily  it might not matter.

2 10:48 · 27. 5. 2021

Siddharth Devabhaktuni 
@siddevabhaktuni

If someone told me earlier that I would join a program one day to write 30
atomic essays in 30 days, I would have said they were crazy. 

But here I am, facing my fears, one day at a time. Thanks, 
@dickiebush, for creating a wonderful culture with the ship30for30
community.

21 23:32 · 4. 1. 2021

Aravind Murthy 
@BringInTheNew

Made my first $1 writing on @Medium 

This is dedicated to all my supporters and to @dickiebush @Nicolascole77
for lighting the fire  within me.

More than the money, writing daily & publishing frequently has brought me
massive clarity and happiness - by serving others

Try it!

11 22:06 · 22. 9. 2021

Daniel Bustamante 
@dbustac

@dickiebush’s Ship 30 for 30 changed my writing game forever. 

• It cemented a daily writing habit.
• It accelerated all my feedback loops.
• It changed the way I approach distribution.

These are the 10 most important lessons from my experience 

16 4:13 · 1. 2. 2021

Marie Poulin
@mariepoulin

A bit early, but i'm excited to join the June Ship 30 for 30 cohort from
@dickiebush and @nicolascole77!

Join me and a community of 500+ others in building an online writing
habit, forming lifelong friendships, and publishing every day for 30 days.

ship30for30.com

76 2:36 · 16. 5. 2021

Tristen Chelsea Ner (!!30/30!! )
@tristenchelsea

A couple of thank yous- 

To my younger sister, @caitlinner888 for recommending me to this
program during a turbulent time in my life. 

To the co-founders @dickiebush and @Nicolascole77 for building this life-
changing program. As in it LITERALLY changed my life. 

#ship30for30

4 19:03 · 13. 6. 2021

Sean Oliver  
@Sean_Oliver

I'm doing Ship 30 for 30 this month.
I wanted to improve my writing.

That's in progress. I'm focusing on getting 1% better each day.

What surprised me was the measurable improvement.

Check out this impressions increase. 

27 21:22 · 29. 5. 2021

Powered by

Stop overthinking. 

Finally start writing in 2022.

One last thing...

If you're down here, you might be thinking... is this really worth

it? 

And sure - you could go and stitch together all of the glorious

free content we've put out there on all things digital writing. And

you could use all that content to try and start writing on your

own.

But I'm guessing that if you're on this page, and you've read this

far, you've tried something like this before. 

And the results... well... they're not what you've been hoping for.

And since "start writing" entered your to-do list (likely long ago),

you've probably seen dozens of other people do it successfully,

building audiences and businesses in the process. 

So here we are, 2022 already flying by. That blank page and

crisp fresh start just a little bit away.

Now, wouldn't it be magical to look back at the end of 2022,

pointing to this exact moment, this exact decision, as the thing

that led to an incredible, lifechanging year? 

A new business, a new career, new friendships, a completely

new personal trajectory, all of these are possible - all from the

simple habit of writing online. 

And it can all start right here, right now.

So, what do you say?

Ship 30 for 30 H Live March Cohort Enrollment

 8 live workshop sessions with examples, walkthroughs, and Q&A

sessions for students

 10-module curriculum at your own pace (with lifetime access to

these recordings)

 Templates and frameworks to help you generate ideas, write

clearly, and learn the rules of writing online

 LIFETIME ACCESS to session recordings with detailed show

notes, resources, and transcripts

  Private community of writers with channels for different topics,

platforms, niches, and geographies

 BONUS ACCESS to the recordings from all previous Ship 30 for

30 cohorts

 Leave with 30 pieces of written content and a strong

understanding of how to write online

Early Bird Enrollment is now open! 

The first 100 enrollees in the March cohort receive

FREE BONUS copy of The 22 Laws of Digital Writing eBook!

Still overthinking it...?

Download our FREE 13,000-word

Ultimate Guide for a glimpse of the

frameworks you'll learn onboard

 Follow Dickie Bush on Twitter

 Follow Nicolas Cole Twitter

 Ship 30 for 30 Youtube

 Digital Writing Podcast

 Privacy Policy

 Terms & Conditions

Secure your spot onboard the next co-

hort! 9$699= 9$499=

Looking to start writing online?

This FREE, 13,000-word Ultimate Guide has everything

you need to get there overnight.

No fluff. Just 7 actionable frameworks you can apply TODAY.

Your best email

Send me Lesson #1!
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